Cloud-based and top-ranked M*Modal Fluency Direct® has been engineered specifically to support Allscripts® acute care and ambulatory EHRs. Fluency Direct’s guaranteed compatibility with Allscripts Sunrise™, Allscripts TouchWorks® and Allscripts Professional™ incorporates M*Modal Speech Understanding™ and embedded Computer-Assisted Physician Documentation (CAPD) functionality to combine documentation creation and clinical documentation improvement (CDI) into a singular, seamless workflow without compromising productivity.

**High Performance and Superior Support**

Allscripts offers different systems to meet the unique needs of acute-care hospitals and ambulatory practices of varying sizes. All these Allscripts systems are fully supported by M*Modal Fluency Direct, both inside and outside virtual environments.

- **Allscripts Sunrise** is supported in a Citrix® environment and fully compatible with M*Modal Fluency Direct for easy access to direct dictation, single sign-on and a robust library of commands. Additionally, Fluency Direct provides real-time, automated CAPD feedback to clinicians based on the content of notes created in Allscripts Sunrise via templates, typing, dot phrases or front-end speech recognition. This context-specific feedback is configured in M*Modal’s cloud-based Natural Language Understanding platform to support CDI, ICD-10 and documentation best practices.

- **Allscripts TouchWorks**, irrespective of whether it is delivered via Citrix XenApp®, Microsoft® RemoteDesktop, Microsoft RemoteApp or installed locally, is fully compatible with M*Modal Fluency Direct so that users can have complete text, command and control support natively within the application.

- **Allscripts Professional** is compatible with M*Modal Fluency Direct to enable automatic support for text controls, allowing for free-form dictation as well as command and control. M*Modal Fluency Direct can support Citrix XenApp, Microsoft RemoteDesktop and Microsoft RemoteApp deployments including those hosted by Allscripts.

To learn more, visit mmodal.com or call 866-542-7253.

Allscripts Sunrise™, Allscripts TouchWorks® and Allscripts Professional™ are trademarks of Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc. (“Allscripts”). M*Modal supports Fluency Direct across more than 120 EHR systems as part of its “Compatibility Guaranteed” program.